
 
 

Job Application 

TEAM REACH 

Click here to apply-- Position: Team Reach Teacher/Master Team Reach Teacher  

 

Position Overview 

 Role Team Reach Teacher Master Team Reach Teacher 

Reach Teaches 50% more students Teaches at least 50% more students, takes on adult 
leadership responsibilities 

Pay Supplement  $3,500 $5,000 

Description The Team Reach Teacher (TRT) serves on a 
multi-classroom leader’s (MCL’s) team, 
directly teaching 50% more students than 
usual. TRTs plan and deliver instruction for 
multiple classes in a school, sometimes 
with the support of a paraprofessional 
known as a reach associate or a teacher 
resident, or through creative scheduling. 
TRTs are also responsible for monitoring 
the effectiveness of instruction supervised 
by the reach associate(s) and making or 
recommending changes. 

The Master Team Reach Teacher (MTRT) serves on 
a multi-classroom leader’s (MCL’s) team, directly 
teaching at least 50% more students than usual 
while helping the MCL lead a larger team (e.g., by 
coaching part of the team). MTRTs plan and deliver 
instruction for multiple classes in a school with the 
support of a paraprofessional known as a reach 
associate or a teacher resident. MTRTs are also 
responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of 
instruction supervised by the reach associate(s) 
and making or recommending changes. 

Accountability The TRT is also evaluated as a traditional 
teacher for the students they teach 
directly.   

The MTRT will be held formally accountable for 
their adult leadership (could include an evaluation 
of their adult leadership skills on a rubric). The 
MTRT is also evaluated as a traditional teacher for 
the students they teach directly.   

 

Qualifications 

To be eligible for the TRT/MTRT position, candidates must:  

• Have three or more years of teaching experience and a valid teaching license 

• Show evidence of superior classroom teaching performance, as measured by teacher evaluation data 

o North Carolina applicants must submit their most recent NCEES evaluation.  

o Out-of-state candidates must submit their most recent classroom evaluation and a narrative describing 

their performance.  

• Demonstrate a track record of high-progress student outcomes for the past 1-3 years.  

o If EVAAS data is used, candidates must meet or exceed growth with an EVAAS score above 0. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdS7bxG61hosyh9Uu4NeYe40rDw9_KAUD8iAn2kb5P9s5tjwA/viewform


 
 

o If EVAAS data is not available, teachers may substitute data from a nationally normed or standardized 

assessment. 

o If candidates do not teach students directly (i.e. Instructional coaches, facilitators), they must 

demonstrate that the students and/or teachers they have supported “met or exceeded growth” by 

submitting relevant student data based on your role. For example, if a candidate was a school wide 

Instructional Coach for math, then they should submit the entire school’s math growth data as part of 

their data submission. 

• Possess the competencies necessary to achieve results despite obstacles, effectively work with people who have 

differing cultural backgrounds and/or personal characteristics, including race, religion, gender, sexual 

orientation, or economic differences, and believe all students can learn. 

o Competencies will be assessed via the Behavioral Event Interview 

 

Screening Process 

 HR will screen TRT/MTRT candidates for required basic qualifications (complete application, years of experience, 

student data, evaluation data).  

 If the candidate meets the basic screening criteria for the role, they will be invited to a Behavioral Event 

Interview at the district. If the candidate does not meet the criteria for the role, they will be notified by HR. 

 After completing the BEI interview, candidates who demonstrate the competencies necessary for success in the 

role will be placed in the district TRT/MTRT pool. Being placed in the pool is NOT a guarantee of a position. 

Candidates who do not meet the competencies will be notified. 

 Principals will invite candidates from the district pool to their school level selection process and will make offers 

for positions at their school. Candidates who do not receive offers will remain in the district pool for 3 years.  

Application 

Directions: Please complete the linked questionnaire via Google Docs and upload the required documents. Your 

completed application should include:  

✓ Applicant Questionnaire (must be submitted via the linked Google doc) 

o Please note: the demographic information section is optional 

✓ Teaching certificate 

✓ Resume  

✓ Summative Evaluation  

✓ Summary of High-Growth Student Data and Narrative Explanation  

 

Please be certain to upload the required files prior to submitting your questionnaire.   

Please note: if you file does not contain the required components or is incomplete, you will not be considered for the 

position.  

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdS7bxG61hosyh9Uu4NeYe40rDw9_KAUD8iAn2kb5P9s5tjwA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdS7bxG61hosyh9Uu4NeYe40rDw9_KAUD8iAn2kb5P9s5tjwA/viewform

